
Legal Notice

In compliance with Law 34/2002, of July 11, on services of the informaton society and electronic
commerce (LSSI), we inform you that:

LARRENO, SL (hereinafer LARRENO, SL). It is a Limited Company. Your NIF is B48813216 and you

have  your  address  in  POL.  IND.  BOROA,  17  -  48340  AMOREBIETA-ETXANO  (BIZKAIA).  It  is

registered in the Mercantle Registry of BIZKAIA to the book ----, volume 3369, folio 215, sheet BI-

16405.

Contact informationn

Telephonen 946200101

E-mailn administracion@larreno.com 

General conditionn of une of the webnite LARRENO SL
The domain name www.larreno.com is the property of and its exclusive use is reserved for it.

The ofcial website of www.larreno.com aims to provide the public, in general, with knowledge
of the actvites that this Organizaton carries out and of the products and services it provides in
matters of FORGING, STAMPING AND EMBTTITION OF METALSI DTST METALTRGY.

The use of this website implies the express and full acceptance of the conditons set forth herein,
without prejudice to those partcular that may apply to some of the specifc products or services
offered through the website.

LARRENO SL reserves the right to make, at any tme and without prior notce, modifcatons and
updates of the informaton contained in its Website or in its confguraton and presentaton.

In order to keep the informaton published on the portal updated, its contents may be modifed,
corrected, deleted or added at any tme, so it will be convenient to verify the validity or accuracy
of them by going to ofcial sources.

Intellectual property, induntrial and framen
All the elements that make up the website, as well as its structure, design, source code, as well as
the logos, brands and other distnctve signs that appear therein, are owned by LARRENO SL or its
collaborators and are protected by the corresponding intellectual and industrial property rights.

Likewise,  images  and  other  graphic  elements  contained  in  the  portals  are  protected  by  the
corresponding intellectual and industrial property rights.

LARRENO SL expressly prohibits the realizaton of “framings” or the use by third partes of any
other mechanisms that alter the design, original confguraton or contents of our portals.

The  use  of  the  contents  must  respect  your  partcular  licensing.  Thus,  its  use,  reproducton,
distributon, public communicaton, transformaton or any other similar or analogous actvity is
strictly prohibited unless previously and expressly authorized by LARRENO SL.



Regarding the citatons of news, products and services of third partes, which may appear on the
Web, LARRENO SL recognizes in favor of its owners the corresponding rights of industrial  and
intellectual property, not implying its only menton or appearance on the Web the existence of
rights or any responsibility for them, nor support, sponsorship or recommendaton.

LARRENO SL declares its respect for the intellectual and industrial property rights of third partesI
Therefore, if you believe that our portals may be violatng your rights, please contact LARRENO SL.

Renponnabilidad
LARRENO SL does not guarantee the absence of errors in the access to the Web, in its content, nor
that it is updated, although LARRENO SL will develop its best efforts to, where appropriate, avoid,
correct or update them.

Both access to the portals of  LARRENO SL and the use that may be made of the informaton
contained therein is the sole responsibility of the user.

LARRENO SL is not responsible for any security errors that may occur or for any possible damage
that may be caused to the Tser's computer system (hardware and software), fles or documents
stored therein, as a result of the presence of virus in the Tser's computer used for connecton to
the  services  and contents  of  the Web,  a  malfuncton of  the browser  or  the use of  outdated
versions of it.

LARRENO SL is not responsible for the informaton and contents stored, by way of example but not
limitaton, in forums, chats, blogs, comments, social networks or any other means that allows third
partes to publish content independently on the LARRENO website SL.

However and in compliance with the provisions of the LSSI, LARRENO SL is made available to all
users, authorites and security forces, and actvely collaboratng in the withdrawal or blocking of all
content that could affect or contravene natonal or internatonal legislaton, third party rights or
moral and public order. If the user considers that there is any content on the website that could be
susceptble to this classifcaton, please contact LARRENO SL.

Linkn or hyperlinkn
The Website may contain links to content that directs third-party Web content. The purpose of
these links is only to facilitate the search for resources that may interest you through the Internet.
However,  these pages  do not  belong to LARRENO SL,  nor  do they review their  contents and,
therefore, LARRENO SL does not assume any responsibility for the content, informaton or services
that may appear on said sites, which will be exclusively informatve and that In no case do they
imply any relatonship between LARRENO SL and the persons or enttes holding such content or
owners of the sites where they are located. LARRENO SL can also not be held responsible for the
operaton of the linked page or for any possible damages that may arise from accessing or using it.

The links to the website of LARRENO SL must respect the following conditons:

1. The  establishment  of  the  link  will  notmply  per  se any  type  of  agreement,  contract,
sponsorship or recommendaton by LARRENO SL of the page that makes the link.



2. The  web page  on which the hyperlink  is  established will  not  contain  informaton with
content that is illegal, discriminatory, contrary to the commonly accepted ethical principles
or violates public order, nor will it contain content that is contrary to any third party rights.

3. LARRENO SL may request that a link to its website be removed, without the need to allege
any  cause.  In  this  case,  the  page  that  made  the  link  must  proceed  to  its  immediate
deleton, as soon as you receive the LARRENO SL notfcaton.

4. It is not responsible in any way or guarantee the quality, accuracy, reliability, correctness or
morality  of  content  or  services  that  the  hyperlink  establishment  may  offer.  The  user
assumes under his sole responsibility the consequences, damages or actons that could be
derived from the access to the hyperlink website.

Protection of Pernonal Data

LARRENO SL is deeply committed to compliance with personal data protecton regulatons, and
guarantees  full  compliance  with  the  obligatons  provided,  as  well  as  the  implementaton  of
appropriate security measures to ensure a level of security adequate to the risk.

LARRENO SL makes its Privacy Policy available to users,  and offers you extended informaton on
the data processing carried out through the web form of www.larreno.com:

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON DATA PROTECTION

Who in Renponnible for the procenning of your data?

Identityn LARRENO, SL - B48813216

Pontal Addrennn POL. IND. BOROA, 17, 48340 AMOREBIETA-ETXANO BIZKAIA 

Phonen 946200101

Emailn administracion@larreno.com

For what purpone do we treat your pernonal data?

In LARRENO, SL we treat the informaton provided by our stakeholders for the following treatments:

data treatment

HR

What in the legitimacy for their treatment?

The legal bases for the processing of personal data in LARRENO, SL are the following:

Treatment ofdata

HR Contract Executon: 
LABORAL. If you do not 
provide your informaton, 
the agreed service cannot be
made.

HR



To which recipientn will your
data be communicated?

To which recipientn will your
data be communicated?

To which recipientn will your data be
communicated?

The realizaton of these treatments may involve the connecton of your data with treatments performed
by third partes. We inform you below of the forecasts in relaton to the transfer of your data.

Data procenning

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON DATA PROTECTION

Who in renponnible for the procenning of your data?

Identityn LARRENO, SL - B48813216

Pontal Addrennn POL. IND. BOROA, 17, 48340 AMOREBIETA-ETXANO BIZKAIA 

Phonen 946200101

Emailn administracion@larreno.com

For what purpone do we treat your pernonal data?

In LARRENO, SL we treat the informaton provided by our stakeholders for the following treatments:

Data procenning Purpone of the treatment Term data connervation

CTRRICTLTMS
l CTSTOMER MANAGEMENT, 
ACCOTNTING, TAX AND 
ADMINISTRATIVE 

No automated decisions will be made
based on said profle. 

l HTMAN RESOTRCES 
Automated decisions will not be made
based on that profle. 

The personal data processed will
be  kept  in  any  case  as  long  as
they  are  necessary  for  the
purpose  of  the  treatment,  and
will be deleted at the request of
the interested party, or once the
processing  has  been  completed
without  prejudice  to  its
conservaton  for  the  periods
established  in  the  applicable
Regulatons  to  meet  possible
responsibilites.

What in the legitimacy for their treatment?

The legal bases for the treatment of personal data in LARRENO, SL are the following:

Data procenning Legitimation treatment

CTRRICTLTMS Consent of the interested party that may withdraw at any tme without 
affectng the legality of the treatment based on the consent prior to its 
withdrawal.

To which recipientn will your data be communicated?

The realizaton of these treatments may involve the connecton of your data with treatments performed
by third partes. We inform you below of the forecasts in relaton to the transfer of your data.

Data procenning Provinion of trannfern International trannfern

CTRRICTLTMS Your data will not be communicated to 
third partes, except legal obligaton.

No  data  will  be  transferred
outside the ET.



What are your rightn when you provide un with your data?

Anyone has the right to obtain confrmaton about whether LARRENO, SL is treatng personal data that
concerns them, or not.

Interested persons have the right to access their personal data, as well as to request the rectfcaton of
inaccurate data or, where appropriate, request its deleton when, among other reasons, the data is no
longer necessary for the purposes for which they were collected.

In certain circumstances, the interested partes may request the limitaton of the processing of their
data, in which case we will only keep them for the exercise or defense of claims.

In certain circumstances and for reasons related to their partcular situaton, the interested partes may
object to the processing of their data. LARRENO, SL will stop processing the data, except for legitmate
and compelling reasons, or the exercise or defense of possible claims.

Likewise, in certain circumstances and when technically possible, the interested partes have the right to
have personal data transmitted directly to another responsible party at their request.

To exercise these rights, contact us by writng a letter to:

l LARRENO,  SL,  POL.  IND.  BOROA,  17  48340  AMOREBIETA-ETXANO  BIZKAIA,  or  by  e-mail  to
administracion@larreno.com accompanied by a copy of your ID.

In the same way, you can contact the Spanish Agency for Data Protecton, to make a claim, especially
when you have not obtained satsfacton in the exercise of your rights.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON DATA PROTECTION

Who in renponnible for the procenning of your data?

Identityn LARRENO, SL - B48813216

Pontal Addrennn POL. IND. BOROA, 17, 48340 AMOREBIETA-ETXANO BIZKAIA 

Phonen 946200101

Emailn administracion@larreno.com

For what purpone do we treat your pernonal data?

In LARRENO, SL we treat the informaton provided by our stakeholders for the following treatments:

Data procenning Purpone of the treatment Term prenervation data

CTSTOMERS  AND  /
STPPLIERS

l CTSTOMER MANAGEMENT, 
ACCOTNTING, TAX AND 
ADMINISTRATIVE 

No automated decisions will be made
based on said profle . 

The personal data processed will
be  kept  in  any  case  as  long  as
they  are  necessary  for  the
purpose  of  the  treatment,  and
will be deleted at the request of
the interested party, or once the
processing  has  been  completed
without  prejudice  to  its



conservaton  for  the  periods
established in  Tax  Legislaton to
meet possible responsibilites.

What in the legitimacy for their treatment?

The legal bases for the treatment of personal data in LARRENO, SL are the following:

Data procenning Legitimation treatment

CTSTOMERS  AND  /
STPPLIERS

Executon of the Contract: VERBAL DE PERTACIÓN Y / O PTRCHASE-SALE. If 
you do not provide your informaton, the agreed service cannot be made.

To which recipientn will your data be communicated?

The realizaton of these treatments may involve the connecton of your data with treatments performed
by third partes. We inform you below of the forecasts in relaton to the transfer of your data.

Data procenning Provinion of trannfern International trannfern

CTSTOMERS  AND  /
STPPLIERS

The data will be communicated to: 
PTBLIC ADMINISTRATION WITH 
COMPETENCE IN THE MATTER

BANK OR FINANCIAL INSTITTTIONS

No  data  will  be  transferred
outside the ET.

What are your rightn when you provide un with your data?

Anyone has the right to obtain confrmaton about whether LARRENO, SL is treatng personal data that
concerns them, or not.

Interested persons have the right to access their personal data, as well as to request the rectfcaton of
inaccurate data or, where appropriate, request its deleton when, among other reasons, the data is no
longer necessary for the purposes for which they were collected.

In certain circumstances, the interested partes may request the limitaton of the processing of their
data, in which case we will only keep them for the exercise or defense of claims.

In certain circumstances and for reasons related to their partcular situaton, the interested partes may
object to the processing of their data. LARRENO, SL will stop processing the data, except for legitmate
and compelling reasons, or the exercise or defense of possible claims.

Likewise, in certain circumstances and when technically possible, the interested partes have the right to
have personal data transmitted directly to another responsible party at their request.

To exercise these rights, contact us by writng a letter to:

l LARRENO,  SL,  POL.  IND.  BOROA,  17  48340  AMOREBIETA-ETXANO  BIZKAIA,  or  by  e-mail  to
administracion@larreno.com accompanied by a copy of your ID.

In the same way, you can contact the Spanish Agency for Data Protecton, to make a claim, especially
when you have not obtained satsfacton in the exercise of your rights.



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON DATA PROTECTION

Who in renponnible for the procenning of your data?

Identityn LARRENO, SL - B48813216

Pontal Addrennn POL. IND. BOROA, 17, 48340 AMOREBIETA-ETXANO BIZKAIA 

Phonen 946200101

Emailn administracion@larreno.com

For what purpone do we treat your pernonal data?

In LARRENO, SL we treat the informaton provided by our stakeholders for the following treatments:

Data procenning Purpone of the treatment Term data connervation

VIDEOVIDEO
l STRVEILLANCESTRVEILLANCE 
No automated decisions will be made
based on said profle. 

The personal data processed will
be  kept  in  any  case  as  long  as
they  are  necessary  for  the
purpose  of  the  treatment,  and
will be deleted at the request of
the interested party, or once the
processing  has  been  completed
without  prejudice  to  its
conservaton  for  the  periods
established  in  Private  Security
Regulatons  to  meet  possible
responsibilites.

What in the legitimacy for their treatment?

Legal for the processing of personal data in LARRENO bases, SL are:

Treatment Data treatment Legitimacy

VIDEOVIGILANCIA InterestLEGITIMATE: VIDEOVIGILANCIA.

To which recipientn will your data be communicated?

The realizaton of these treatments may involve the connecton of your data with treatments performed
by third partes. We inform you below of the forecasts in relaton to the transfer of your data.

Data procenning Annignment of trannfern International trannfern

VIDEO STRVEILLANCE The data will be communicated to: 
PTBLIC ADMINISTRATION WITH 
COMPETITION IN THE MATTER

No  data  will  be  transferred
outside the ET.

What are your rightn when you provide un with your data?

Anyone has the right to obtain confrmaton about whether LARRENO, SL is treatng personal data that
concerns them, or not.

Interested persons have the right to access their personal data, as well as to request the rectfcaton of
inaccurate data or, where appropriate, request its deleton when, among other reasons, the data is no
longer necessary for the purposes for which they were collected.



In certain circumstances, the interested partes may request the limitaton of the processing of their
data, in which case we will only keep them for the exercise or defense of claims.

In certain circumstances and for reasons related to their partcular situaton, the interested partes may
object to the processing of their data. LARRENO, SL will stop processing the data, except for legitmate
and compelling reasons, or the exercise or defense of possible claims.

Likewise, in certain circumstances and when technically possible, the interested partes have the right to
have personal data transmitted directly to another responsible party at their request.

To exercise these rights, contact us by writng a letter to:

l LARRENO,  SL,  POL.  IND.  BOROA,  17  48340  AMOREBIETA-ETXANO  BIZKAIA,  or  by  e-mail  to
administracion@larreno.com accompanied by a copy of your ID.

In the same way, you can contact the Spanish Agency for Data Protecton, to make a claim, especially
when you have not obtained satsfacton in the exercise of your rights.

Policy Cookies

The  LARRENO  SL  website uses  cookies (small  informaton  fles  that  the  server  sends  to  the
computer of the person accessing the page) for the correct operaton and visualizaton of the
websites by the user,  as well  as the collecton of statstcs .  Specifcally,  the followingare used
Cookies:

Cookie Temporality Ownernhip Functionality

ga_ Temporary Own It is used to distnguish
users
_gat_gtag_TA_1366308 Own Temporary It is used to limit the
percentage of requests
_gid Own Temporary It is used to distnguish
users.
loc Temporary Other people's Enable content
to be shared
na_id Temporary Other people's Functonality
na_tc Temporary Other people's Functonality
ouid Temporary Other people's Identfcaton is used
forads
specifc
yandexuidTemporary Outsider Analyzer cookie
Yandex search engine, which
stores data about
sessions, informaton and
preferences
yabs-sid Temporary Own analytcal cookie of the
Yandex search engine, which
stores data about



sessions, informaton and
preferences

LARRENO SL shows informaton about  itsPolicy  Cookies with each login  in order to make you
aware.
Given this informaton it is possible to carry out the following actons:

● Accept  cookies.  This notce will  not be displayed again when accessing any page of the
portal during this session.

● Modify the confguration. You can obtain more informaton about what cookies are, know
thepolicy  cookie INCIBEand  modify  your  browser  setngs  to  restrict  or  block  cookies
INCIBEat  any  tme.  In  the  case  of  restrictng  or  blocking  cookies,  you can  see  the
functonality of the website reduced.

● Continue browning or move through the ncroll bar: in which case we consider that you
accept its use.

You can restrict,  block or delete  cookies  from LARRENO SL or any other web page, using your
browser. In each browser the operaton is different, the "Help" functon will show you how to do
it.

● Internet  Explorer: windows.microsof.com/es-xl/internet-explorer/delete-manage-
cookies#ie="ie-10 "

● FireFox: support.mozilla.org/es/kb/Borrar%20cookies

● Chrome: support.google.com/ chrome / answer / 95647? hl = "en"

● Safari: www.apple.com/privacy/use-of-cookies/

In additon,  you can also manage the cookie store in your browser through tools  such as the
following:

● Ghostery: www.ghostery.com/

● Your online choices: www.youronlinechoices.com/es/

Applicable law and jurindiction
The applicable law in case of dispute or confict of interpretaton of the terms that make up this
Legal Notce, as well as any matter related to the services of this Portal, will be Spanish law.

For the resoluton of any confict that may arise during the visit to the Portal or the use of the
services that may be offered in it, LARRENO SL and the Tser agree to submit to the Judges and
Courts of domicile of LARRENO SL.

http://www.youronlinechoices.com/es/
http://www.ghostery.com/
http://www.apple.com/es/privacy/use-of-cookies/
http://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647?hl=
http://support.mozilla.org/es/kb/Borrar%20cookies
http://windows.microsoft.com/es-xl/internet-explorer/delete-manage-cookies#ie=
http://windows.microsoft.com/es-xl/internet-explorer/delete-manage-cookies#ie=

